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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Afternoon

I would like to thank Julie for inviting me to speak today .
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Overview
Common Myths
The Reality
The Issues for the Lender
What the Lender Looks For
How to Make your Banker Happy
How To Ensure that You will Not Get Financing for 
Your Brownfield
Properties Banks will not Finance
Comments on Buying and Selling Contaminated 
Property
Ongoing Challenges

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today I would like to talk about:
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Common Myths
Canadian banks do not do Brownfield 
lending
Canadian banks do not do Brownfields
primarily because of concerns over liability.
Canadian banks do not know what a 
Brownfield is
Canadian banks do not fund any up front 
clean-up work
A Risk Assessment is the “kiss of death” for 
financing a Brownfield property

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I think these are the most common ones I have heard
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The Reality
Some Canadian banks are prepared to do 
Brownfield lending. 
Liability concerns are vastly overblown.  
While it may be true that some banks do 
not know what a Brownfield is, all Canadian 
banks know what a contaminated property 
is and have financed contaminated 
properties at one time or another. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Granted, this is niche market, but I would not be here today if we had no interest in doing them

No Brownfield lending opportunity was rejected due solely to concerns over our liability.  I think the fact that Brownfield lending is much more common  in the US than in Canada even with its somewhat insane liability laws they have there is proof of that.  That being said it is a concern for developers and municipalities so the Province of New Brunswick should be applauded for the work they are doing on removing liability barriers

It may not have been known that it was contaminated when they did it but in many cases we knew exactly what we were getting and structured our financing accordingly. 
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The Reality
Depending on the total cost and the 
financing opportunity, banks are prepared 
in some instances to fund a portion or all of 
the remediation.
While it used to be true that a risk 
assessment was the “Kiss of Death”, that is 
no longer the case.  
As long as we can be convinced that site is 
safe and the MOE for that province is or 
will be satisfied with the risk assessment, 
we are willing to consider it.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Of course the cleanup cost can’t be 50% of the project cost and we will likely require that you get cost cap insurance if you can but it is doable .

This is where a good environmental consultant can make it or break it for you.  If they have a track record of doing risk assessments and getting them approved with minimal comments and we have no reason to doubt that they will again we would generally be willing to accept the risk assessment.

In all cases however, the redevelopment must make business sense.  Banks do not as a rule, finance speculation.
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The Issues for the Lender
Liquidity

If a borrower were to go bankrupt, and the 
bank could not sell the property to 
someone else to recover its loss, then the 
bank doesn’t want that property as 
collateral security.

Valuation
Very difficult to determine a true value for 
contaminated land

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Liquidity
If we had to realize and sell your property to cover our loan loss would there be a market and would we obtain full market value?
Clean Properties are always easier and cheaper to develop or sell than contaminated ones
We also do not want to be the perpetual lender whereby our borrower cannot sell his property unless the buyer can only get financing from us?
Valuation
Very few appraisers can do this well.  It is not merely the remediation cost, it could also be stigma attached to contaminated land (especially if it got in the media) and opportunity cost associated with the time the property would be out of use and not producing revenue due to remediation activities.
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The Issues for the Lender
Liability

This is not that big a concern to us 
anymore, since most provinces have 
amended their brownfield legislation to 
better protect creditors. 

Cash Flow
Are you going to be able to manage the 
contamination issue and run your business 
at the same time?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lender’s legal liability risk for realizing on contaminated land has been reduced and we can always use Power of Sale proceedings in other jurisdictions.  Yes, we like every other Canadian bank have been hit with some heavy duty clean-ups for fuel oil tank spills in the Maritimes (all well in excess of what the property was worth) and Provincial orders when we realized too soon.  Now that our environmental risk management group are involved directly on this we have kicked the former consultants off the sites and replaced them with competent ones, replaced the property managers that hired them and provided a checklist of items for the property manager to check BEFORE they realized.  As a result these losses have been reduced significantly.  

Cash Flow
This is critical especially if the costs to clean up is significantly more than estimated.  Can you cover cost over runs? How?
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The Issues for the Lender

Demand
– What demand?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We don’t exactly have people busting down our door do Brownfield lending in Canada
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What the Lender Looks For
On the Credit Side

Financial strength of the borrower 
and details of the loan.
Management Team and Experience
Cash Flow
Rent Roll 
Balance Sheet

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Financial Strength of the Borrower
This in most cases trumps all else.  For instance, if we have a $5 million loan out to you and you are sitting on property worth $10 million in downtown Vancouver we are not going to be overly concerned about contamination on your site since in the event of realization, your equity will almost always more than cover the remediation costs.  That being said we of course are interested in the strength of you management team, your cash flow, who your tenants are and how long they leasing ther property, your balance sheet , etc.
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What the Lender Looks For
On the Environment Side

The Consultant
Extent of Contamination
Ease of Remediation
Type of contamination
Remediation Plans
Mitigation Techniques

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consultant
We have a much greater level of confidence in the consultants that we have pre-screened and are on our list. We also have what is known as a Restricted List for those consultants that we have no confidence in at all. We will not accept anything that these consultants produce. So before you retain a consultant you should see if your bank has any concerns with them.
Extent of Contamination
We want any contamination delineated with a “clean line” if possible. We have done several transactions with off site contamination but only those where all affected landowners are aware of it, they are a very financially strong borrower, we know that the source has been removed and it has not moved unto a private property. Sites involved in litigation are generally a no-go.
Ease of Clean-Up
Can it be cleaned up fairly easily or is it under foundation? This is critical in terms of whether we will require that the contamination be cleaned up, we can live with it or we will decline to finance
Type of Contamination
Chlorinated solvents in groundwater is a lot trickier (and more expensive) to deal with than metals
Remediation Plans
Are there any? When and is it feasible? Full depth or partial ? Generic or SSRA approach?  Dig and dump is generally the easiest.  We are open to innovation as long as we reach the same end point in a reasonable time frame (generally less than 2 years).
Mitigation Techniques
Do you have other security? Can we cross collateralize on another property? Can secured creditor insurance be obtained? Financial strength of the borrower is key
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How to Make it Easy for your Banker 
to Make you Happy – Part 1

Make sure that you are building something 
for which there is a strong market demand.
Make sure that your clean-up numbers are 
realistic and make sense. 
Attract a quality anchor tenant with good 
consistent cash flow.
Use top notch environmental and legal 
help.
Obtain cost cap and other insurance 
products to deal with any surprises.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If the market doesn’t want it we don’t either

Ensure this includes a contingency for the unexpected.

This could include a branded grocery store, a national drug store chain, a bank branch, a government office  etc. 

I can tell almost immediately whether or not a financing proposition is going to be difficult just by the name of the consultant on the report and the name of the legal firm representing  the company.  Those that skimp on either will not be getting financing from us and likely from no one else either

Make sure you understand what the triggers are for the insurance products so that you can explain them to us
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How to Make it Easy for your Banker 
to Make you Happy – Part 2

Make sure that city hall and the 
community support your 
development.
Review your take out options after 
construction.
Explain how you will be able to handle 
delays and cost overruns.
Make it easy for the account manager 
to say yes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes

We will not finance a development that the surrounding community is vehemently opposed to.

Before a bank will loan money to do the construction they have to know  who will be paying them out on the other side. We can take out some but not all of them, so if you have an existing business relationship with an insurance company or another financial institution it can provide us with more options.

Where is this money going to come from and how much is available.
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How To Make it Really Hard for a Bank to 
Finance Your Brownfield Redevelopment
Use the cheapest environmental 
consultants with little or no track record in 
brownfield assessment and remediation
Use lawyers with little or no experience 
with brownfield redevelopment issues
Present an unrealistic business plan
Demand an answer immediately
Tell us how many senior executives you 
know at our bank

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the flip side
With Brownfield properties, Banks not only get to drive the bus, they own the bus.  Your leverage is limited 
You may not know it but we are not waiting around for your application to reach our desk and we are working on other transactions.  So if you want an answer today, the answer will be No Thanks
We have seen business plans drafted on the back of envelopes accepted and ones with every type of graph known to man rejected. The plan has to show realistically where the money will come from to service the loan 
Believe it or not some people think this will work.  I once had a lawyer from a big Bay Street law firm call me up and ask me if I knew that one of the banks directors ran the oil company whose gas station I had refused to finance. They didn’t get the loan and I made sure that we will never work with that firm again.
If you do this we will check with those executives and if your only relationship was that you met them on the golf course once, your credibility is shot. Besides if you really did know some senior executives they would be contacting me before you did.
RBC has list of over 40 restricted consultants.  If your proposal has one of their names on it , I won’t even look at it before I reject it.
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Properties Most Banks Will Not 
Finance

Developments on former landfills
Properties with outstanding legal issues
Properties with liens
Properties with unresolved off site 
contamination issues
Properties where the environmental issues 
are not well explained or mitigated
Developments where the developer, 
consultant or the lawyer is too difficult to 
work with

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Landfills produce leachate (for centuries in some cases), and methane gas.  Anything built on them will also be susceptible to differential settlement.

For us to consider financing a site where the contamination is originating or terminating on your property, we must be certain that the responsibility for the contamination is acknowledged, that all parties have been notified and that no law suits are pending

I look at over 700 transactions a year representing close to $2 billion worth of lending in Canada, the US and overseas.  I do not have the time nor the inclination to waste on a developer, consultant or lawyer who wants to play games. 
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Considerations when Buying 
Contaminated Property

Are you sure you want it?
Do you know exactly what you are getting 
into? 
How much management time can you 
afford to put toward managing the 
contamination issue?
If  you are planning on remediating a site, 
can you afford significant cost over runs?
Can you get financing for the site?
Could you sell it for what you paid for it?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Are you Sure
You really have to ask yourself this.  Are there other properties in the same area with the same.
attributes in the same price range that are not contaminated?
Know Exactly
Are you sure you understand the extent of contamination and have gotten full disclosure by the vendor
Management Time
A major remediation program requires a lot of management time, often in areas where you have little expertise  Time away from managing your business may not be management time well spent.
Cost Overruns
A cost estimate for remediation is just that, an estimate and remediation estimates are typically +/-  (usually +) 50%.
Financing
Can you finance this site?  It would be wise to take whatever reports you can obtain on the site to the lender before you sign the offer to purchase, because you may find yourself high and dry without financing if you sign first. Be sure and not bring the information on the day you have to remove any remaining conditions in your offer. We may be able to turn it around in time but we are not sitting waiting for your deal.  We are working on others too.

Get what You Paid for It
Could you sell it for what you paid for it?  The market for contaminated properties (if you don’t clean it up) is very limited 
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Considerations When Selling 
Contaminated Property

Disclose, Disclose, Disclose
Retain qualified environmental 
consultants.
Allow and encourage prospective 
buyers to conduct their own 
environmental assessments.
Retain qualified legal assistance.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Disclose
Don’t count on the courts or your lawyer to save you.   It is not true these days that it is strictly caveat emptor as the Imperial Oil decisions showed in Calgary and Quebec.

Consultant
You should have the consultant do a baseline assessment of your property before you sell so that you will know exactly how contaminated it is and with what.  You will need this if the buyer or subsequent buyers ever come back claiming that contamination they caused was your fault.  It also gives you a good basis for price negotiations.

Prospective Buyers
This negates the misinformed buyer claim

Legal
You want to ensure that there is no way that the buyer can come back to you for redress or compensation.  Make sure you get a lawyer that has experience with contaminated property issues.
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Ongoing Challenges
Lack of demand
Lack of consensus among banks on 
what the risks are and best 
approaches to financing brownfields
Lack of coordination among multiple 
levels of government 
Continuous re-invention of the wheel

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As I indicated earlier, as much as we hear about the demand for Brownfield financing we have yet to actually see this beast. I might see one or two true Brownfield redevelopment proposals a year in Canada and one or two a month from the US. If there is demand for Brownfield financing in Canada I have yet to see it
Among the Canadian banks there are only 2 that really understand Brownfields. RBC and CIBC although the others are coming along slowly. Unfortunately it makes it difficult for us to sell a redevelopment proposals to our risk people if the other Cdn banks are not fully in that market too.
I am sorry to say that most levels of governments just don’t get it. The Toronto waterfront is a perfect example.  The federal government or the province  should through legislation make one agency supreme, disband the others and enable that agency to do whatever is necessary to make the waterfront the jewel that it should be.
 I cannot count the number of times that I have heard one commentator or another tell me why banks don’t do brownfield financing. We  had those discussion 4 yrs ago at the NRTEE.  Implement those recommendations before coming up with new ones. Why governments and regulators feel it is necessary to talk about it yet again is extremely frustrating for those of us that just want to get on with it.
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Thank you
Questions? Comments? 

www.rbc.com/environment
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